Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
is a design based, crime prevention program. Proper design
and effective use of the physical environment can help
reduce the incidence and fear of crime.
Crime Prevention Services offers FREE security audits. These
audits are designed to identify vulnerable areas in your
business, and strategies to help reduce those risks.

Cargo crimes costs
Canadians $5 BILLION
every year!
The Region of Peel is a targeted area for cargo thefts.
Cargo theft is not a victimless crime. It is a cost to everyone;
impacting wages, the cost of goods to retailers and
consumers, and puts the safety of truck drivers and other
industry employees at risk.

Contact Crime Prevention Services to learn how CPTED can
help you.

1-800-222-TIPS

Help make our
communities SAFER
by reporting a TIP

Cash Rewards for Anonymous TIPS on Crime. A safer
community is your call. SEE Something, HEAR Something,
SAY Something. CALL 1-800-222-TIPS (8477)

Truck Yard Security
Assessment

The most critically impacted are the trucking companies
who pay for the stolen products and the loss. This inflicts
serious financial damages to these companies such as
business disruption, loss of customers, increased insurance
costs, and even bankruptcy.
In the Region of Peel alone, cargo theft results in an annual
multi-million dollar loss. These crimes often go unreported
in the illegal market, making it difficult to recover stolen
goods and to prosecute offenders.

PEEL REGIONAL POLICE

Crime Prevention Services
7150 Mississauga Road, Mississauga, ON
L5N 8M5
905-453-3311 • ext. 4021

Stolen products are often sold at discounted prices, and the
profits are used to fund organized criminal activities, such
as gun and/ or drug trafficking.
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Is your facility likely to attract a
potential cargo crime?

Steps to a Self-Assessment

Complete this assessment to improve the function of your space by highlighting potential risks
and areas for improvement. When examining your facility, try to remain as objective and
unbiased as possible.
The following questions will address these three strategies:
• Natural Surveillance............... Keeps intruders under observation.
• Natural Access Control........... Decreases crime opportunity and increases offender’s perception of risk.
• Territorial Reinforcement........ Increases sense of ownership through physical design.

Yes






No






 
 
 
 

COMPOUND SECURITY
Is the perimeter fenced?
Are the access driveways gated?
Are the access gates alarmed?
Is the perimeter fence alarmed?
Does the gate have a high security anti-cut padlock
and chain? (e.g. Shrouded Shackle padlock.)
Is there trespass to property signs at all entrances?
(e.g. “No Trespassing, Private Property”.)
Are your signs legible from a distance? Do they use
bright colour to draw attention? Do they use photo
icons?
Do you replace damaged signs and keep them
properly maintained?
Is there separate parking outside the trailer
compound for employees and visitors?

			 SURVEILLANCE SECURITY
  Is there a video surveillance system?
  Is it a high resolution system that can clearly identify
a person?
  Does the video surveillance system provide 24 hour
recorded coverage?
  Can information be stored on a hard drive? Without
reducing the quality? (e.g. low compression and high
resolution.)
  Is the recording device locked in a cabinet in a
locked undesignated room?
  Is access to the above storage room restricted to
CCTV trained personnel only?
  Are the cameras positioned to cover access points?
  Are there cameras positioned to cover along the
fence line?
  Are there cameras positioned to cover the rear of
trailers?
  Are the cameras high enough to be tamper/vandal
resistant?
  Are the cameras motion activated?
  Is there signage advising that the property is under
video surveillance?
  Is there always someone working who knows how
to operate the surveillance system?

Yes No
  Is the surveillance system checked on a regular basis
and the results documented?
  When the surveillance system becomes defective is it
serviced promptly?
LIGHTING
  Is the perimeter lighting either Metal Halide or LED
for excellent colour rendition?
  Is the lighting good in areas covered by surveillance
cameras?
  Does the lighting cover parking areas, doors and
access points?
  Are lights repaired promptly when necessary?
			 TRACTOR UNITS
  Are tractors and cube vans equipped with an antitheft kill switch or other immobilization system?
  Are trailers equipped with a GPS (Global Positioning
System)?
  Are keys removed from all tractors?
  Are tractors kept locked?
			 TRAILERS
  Are the King Pins equipped with a lock?
  Are the trailers equipped with a GPS (Global
Positioning System)?
  Are the trailer doors equipped with a high security
padlock? Glad Hand lock?
  Are trailer locks equipped with a guard or shroud?
  Are trailers kept locked when loaded except during
loading/unloading?
			 LOADING DOCKS
  Is there a clearly marked “third party truckers”
entrance with separate waiting area?
  Are “third party truckers” escorted beyond their
waiting area?
  Are loading docks equipped with a trailer anti-theft
locking device?
  Are the anti-theft devices equipped with alarms?
  Is it possible to squeeze between the trailer and the
dock seal?

Yes No DELIVERIES
  Are your vans or trailers left unlocked and
unattended during delivery?
			 ALARM SYSTEM
  Is there an alarm system?
  Is the alarm system monitored by an outside
company?
  Does the alarm have cellular back up in the event of
a power outage or phone line cut?
  Are there policies in place to ensure a timely
response by an employee in the event of an alarm
trip?
  Does a key holder respond to all company alarms
calls?
  Does the alarm company have video access for
confirmation in the event of a break and enter?
  Are there appropriate sensors on all doors including
the inside of loading docks?
  Does the alarm have separate zones to isolate the
entry point?
  Consider a strain-sensor cable alarm for chain-link/
barbed-wire fence.
  Is the alarm tested on a regular basis?
			 VISITORS – GENERAL POLICY
  All visitors must sign in at reception.
  Visitors I.D. should be confirmed with visitors
company.
  All visitors should be issued an I.D. tag in red, yellow
or orange to identify them as visitors.
  Are visitor tags accounted for at the end of each
day?
  No cell phones permitted within warehouse.
  Visitors should always be accompanied by a staff
member.
  Ensure that all contractors have the necessary
background check completed.
  Ensure that all contractors have their own company
photograph identification.
			 KEY CONTROL
  Are building keys and vehicle keys kept in a locked
box in a secure room?
  Are there a restricted number of key holders?
			 EMPLOYEE SECURITY
  Does HR confirm identity, credentials and references
prior to hiring?
  Do you require a criminal check and a drivers profile
for new applicants?
  Does HR confirm that all pages of these checks are
accounted for?
  Are all employees required to wear photo ID. Tags?
  Are employees who have lost their I.D. tags required
to wear a temporary I.D. tag?
  Do temporary employees wear a highly visible
uniform or vest?

